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Eliciting C. t -.ce: Huior as a Techniqui of Social Control

4-aKaren O'Quin and Joel Aronoff

Michigan State University

ee
While sociologists and anthropftogists have often spettled tht.t

humor is a technique of social control7(e.g:, Brant, 1948; Elliott, 1960;
of

Goifman, 196% Goodrich, Henry and Goodrich, 1954; Martineau; 1972;

Radcliffe-Brown, 1940; StePhenson, 1951), this proposed relationship has

never been examined directly. The present study experimentally tests the

effects of humor on the social influenae process.

0
The experimental social psychological literature suggests many direc-

tions for examining moderators of the potential humor-social influence re-

latior:ship. Bales (1950), followinc s' widely-heiposition in the humor

literature, categorized humo: as a tension-reduction device which facilitates

group process, while from Brehm (1966) we can derive the possibility that

humor lessens restrictions on the sense of freedom produced by the in,pu-

ence attempt. Gruner (1976) indicated that humor increased liking for a

speaker, and Coffman (1967) proposed that humor may allow the influenced

person the chance to save face by redefining the influence situation.1

Given the degree of speculation and the array of possible intervening

variables in the literature, it is clearly time first to establisb whetUr

humor, in fact, does moderate attempts at social beluence and second, to

begin to examine potential intervening variables that might underlie tiAs

relationship.

Thus, the majof purpose of the present study was to test the predic-

tion that the use of verbal humor by an influence agent would result in

more compliance on the part of the individual toward whom it was directed.
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A bargaining parcJigm was chosen to test'this relationship because it

represented a flexible, realistic and involving interaction situatioh

whi h naverthe:ebs permitted extensive experimental controls. To examine

t.e v. Aiction, at a predetermined point in a clyadic bargaining task,

subjects received a demand tromp confederate that was administered in

either a humorous or non-Aumorous way.

Sex of interactants and size of the demand for rubjext Concession also

were varied. the literature on set d'fferences in bargaining (e.g., Terhune,

1970; Tedeschi, Schlenker, and bonoma, 1973) led to the preiLiction of a sex

of subject X demand interaction; mo,..e speciLv, that females would

concede more than males in the small demand condition and would concede less,

than males in the large demand condition.

Method

SI,jecus and confeierates

SOjects were 122 male and 130 female undergraduate students st a

large midwestern university. Confederates, who also served as expert-

, Tenters and observers, were eight male and five female undergraduate

studentd frosj, the same university. Subjects were assigned to conditions

by a table of random numbers and experinwmters and observers were blind

to the condition prior to the independent manipulation.

Materials

A pilot siudy was conducted to determine a non-sex-related commodity

over which to bargain 'it:trunk and McDavid, 1971). A painting was selected

as the most androgynous bargaining object.

Subject and confederate confronted each other across a bargaining table
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placed so that eacb of them faced a one-way mirror covered wdth cloth. ''''

Tvo observers neated In another room recorded the trequencY of the sub-.

r

ject's laughter, smiling add verba3ization responses both before and

after the indepeadent manipulation. The experimenter recorded the length's

of the pre- and post-iufluence bargaining sessions on stopwatches. A 30-

item p.mt-experimenta1 questionnaire was used to assets the subject's

affective state and his/her perceptions of the influence agent and the task.

!Design

The design was a 2 (presence/absence of humorous communication) X 3

(small, medium or large demand for slitject concession) X 2 (sex of subject)

X 2 (sex of confederate) factorial.

Proceaure

Confederate and subject arrived independently and were escorted to.

the experimental room, where a faked draw assigned the subject to the

position of "Buyer." The task was for the subject and confederate to

reach agreement on the price of a landicape painting. The confederate

was provided with a list of prompts to handle various continge:cies. The

subject was assigned a starting bid $45,000 lover than the confederate's

("Seller's)"initial bid.

The free bargaining r asion was over when the subject and the confed-

erate hud bargained to wit'ain $10,000 of each other. At this point, the

experimetter called the time limit; immediately afLerward, the confederate

made the independent manipulation. In the non-humorous condition, ne/sl!e

stated, "Well, my final offer is $ ." 'In the humorous condition, the

manipulation was "Well, my final offer is $ , and I'll throw in my pet

4

- frog." (smile). The off& was made by asking the subject for a small
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(3,000), medium ($6,000) or large ($9,000) ConcespiOn. Thus, the con-

fedgiate's bid dropped either $7,000, $4,000 or4$1,000. Bargaining then

continued until agreer di wai reached. A Post-experimental questionnaire

used to examine possible mediating: VAriables such as liking for partner

and task, self-perception of tension, and perceived\restriction of bargain-
,

ing freedom, was administered impediately after final agreement was reached.

Dependent measures were prbportional 'amount of concession to the c....nfed-

erate's demand, amount of final agreement, and Pre- and post-manipulation

measures of the length of the bargalning session and frequencies of the

subject ' s laughter,, sm.Lthg =4 verbalization .

Results and Discussion

,-

Two multivariate analyses of variance were performed (Finn, 1974).

The questionnaire variabns were anelyZed separately froze the behavioral

measures bet.ause of the logical and qualAtativy distinction betwyea themt

Behavioral measures

The major finding was a significant multiVariate main effect for humor;

F (10, 219) = 8.67, p < .0001. The principal test of the hypothesis showed

that subjects in the humor condition made a larger proportional concession

if
-

;than subjects who did not receive an implicit demand accompanied by humOr,

F (1, 228) = 4.59, p < .04. The manipulation check demonstrated that sub-
'

jects iu the humor condition laughed more after the manipulation than no-

humor subjects F (1, 228) = 60.09. p < .0001. See Table 1.

A second significent flatilariate main effect wet found for demand,

F (20, 438) = 3.84, < .0001. Examination of the univariate F's and

univariate tests revealed that subjects made a larger proportional concession



in the small demand conAition than in the medium or large demand :ells,

F-(1,.228) 15.02, p < .0001, rich did not 'differ trots each otl4r..

. Subjects in the large demand conditiOn spoke'mtee, F (1, 228) it 26.776
L%'

p < .0001, and bargained longer, F (1, 228) Is 15.73, p < 004, after the

.manipulation than those in- tize medium condition, who in turn spoke mote

and bargained longer than those in the small demand condition. .Subjects

smiled leastin the small demand condition, F (1, 228) let 4.31, p < .02,

anelaughed least in thi medium demand condition, F (1, 228) = 4.93, p < .008.

No interaction between humor "and demand wasSound.

The multivariate main effect for subject sex, F (10, 219) 3.98,

p < .0001, also Was significint. The variable of greatest interes7, in

this.cxperiment, the amount of financial concession, showed no sex differ-

ences, however. This finding is consistent with and provides support for
6

the findings of Sistrunk and AODavid (1971) that males and females do not

differ in the amount of conformity on androgynous tasks. Females both Smiled,

Ale.
F (1, 228) m 9.05, p < .003, and laughed, F (1*, 228) = 11.28#4iNk .001,

more than males prior tO the independent manipulation. Males took longer to

reach agreement after the manipulation than females, F (1, 228) = 5.40,

p < .03. Females laughed more after the manipulation than males, F (1, 228) =

14.71, p < .0002.

Factor analyses andrrelidbility analyies of the post-experimental

questionnaire yielded three factors which dealt with the subject's liking
4

for his/her partner, the subject's liking for the bargaining task, and the

subject's self-perceptions of tension or nervousness.

Results from a MANOVA using the factor scores frim the factor analysis
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as input dependent measures indicated a multivariste main effect for Ismor,

r (3:226) '13.179 P < .03. "I;;111 subjects liked the task more, F (1, g28)

6.02, p < .02, ahd were marginally less nervois, F (1, 228) la 3.6Y, p < .06,

than no-humor subjects: Tbere were.no effects for the liking for partner

variable.

The relationship between humor and the.amount of concession was not

significantly affected by pertialling out the liking for partner variable,

the liking for task variable, the self4erceived nervousneis varfable, nor

any combination of the three. Nor vas the relationship attenuated when

the variable, frequency of laughter after the manipulation, VAS partialled.

out.

The Sex X Demand interaction, predicted on the basis Of the bargaining

literature, was not found. However, this lack of signifiCance could have

been a result of the androgynous nature of the object over which sUbjects

bargained (Sistrunk and McDeviC 1972). In addition, this resUlt could have

been due to the failure of the demand variable to manipulate the perceiv#1

cookrativeness of the partner.

Taking these results as a whole, humor was shown to increase the amount

of *concession, the subject's laughter, and the subject's liking for the task

while self-reported tension was marginally lessened. Maus, the results of

as
this experiment pr6vide confirmation for the nany speculations that humor

serves as a technique of social control. In addition, the results of the

present study are helpful in tlie investig%tion f potential mediators of

this relationship. If a tension-reduCtion model held, the humor7compli-

ance relationship should have been attenuated by partialling out the tension

variable. If liking for the partner were the mediator, again the humor-

compliance relationship should have been attenuated. Howeves, the tumor-

4



cogAiance correlation remained.stable4then tension arid liking for partner

were partiailed out. If perceived freedom restriction were

the.siectiator, a different factor structure should have emerged from the

factor ana1ysis. Therefore, future research on the mediators of the humor-.

compliance relationship might eisominS the svggestion of Goffman (1967) and

Zijderveld (196B) that jokes repiegeAt important,pieces of social reality,
4

which may.serve, to redefine the situation for an individual.
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Footnotes

I

We would like to thank William D. Crano and Lawrence A. Meese'

for their helpful suggestions,

1
The experimental ewidence regarding the humor-influence

relationship (Cupchik 5, Leventhal, 1974; Leventhal 6 Cupchik 1975;

Narkiewics, 1974; Nosanchuk 6 Lightstone, 1974) deals either with

ratings of cartoons or the effects of humor upon the,persuasiveness

of messages. These studies do not examine the use of humor in social

interaction.
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Table 1

Sionificaat Effects of Humor, Size of Demand and Sex on_Behavioral Measures

Behavioral Measures

Independent
Variables

....111M11111111M

Proportional
os -Concession Prelaugh Preamile Postlaugh Postsmile Lrtalization Postime

Humor

No humor

Small drand

Medium demand

Large demand

Male

Female

.53

.45.

.63

.46

.37

.49

1.34

1.06

1.12

1.06

1.42

.79

10110.0.01.11MMIMIMOOMMIOIM141.1MIN.,

1.98 .68 .24 2.08 40.9

1.87 .12 .17 2.20 35.57

1.75 .48 .10 1.45 26.12

2.05 .25 .26 2.25 38.94

1.98 ,48 .25 2.73 49.06

1.66 .26 .21 2.18 42.00

2.17 .53 .20 2.10 34.24

Note: A.U. table entries except the first and last columns are frequencies. The proportional conefmsion is

defined as the raw !ollar amount of concession on the bid following the independent manipulat rela-

tive to the total concession possible. Postime is tabulated in seconds.


